UNCOVERING THE

MYSTIQUE

TheChallenge:

DESCRIBING AN ELEPHANT
Quick. You have one minute to describe what
makes Moscow unique. What its essence is.
What sets it apart. What makes it special.
Go.
Not so easy, is it? Chances are, many words come to mind:
friendly, inviting, inclusive, welcoming, intellectual…in fact,
there are 100+ words residents and stakeholders have used
to describe Moscow, as you’ll see a bit later. This is like the
old tale of the blindfolded people, each of them feeling a
different part of the elephant and trying to describe what
it is. One feels the tusk, and so thinks the entire object in
question must be hard and smooth. One feels the trunk, and
feels it’s flexible. One feels the elephant hide, and thinks of a
rough texture. They’re all parts of the elephant, but because
each person focuses on one part, it’s difficult to see the
bigger picture. None of the individual attributes capture the
overall essence.
Ask people what words come to mind about Moscow and
they certainly list attributes that are important elements of
the Moscow mystique. But they’re not the entire elephant.
That’s exactly what this Brand Book and Promotion Plan
are: the big picture. It’s a culmination of months of
work in research, retreats, surveys, interviews, and
much more. And it’s a way to define and move the
Moscow brand forward.
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SO WHAT IS A BRAND? AND WHY IS
IT IMPORTANT?
Simply put, a brand is the
collective experience of Moscow.
As a destination for tourists. As a
home for residents. As a place to
study for students. That collective
experience has some key defining
features:
• Differentiation: The Moscow
brand encompasses essential
attributes that distinguish
Moscow from
other cities.
• Correlation: A promised direct
or indirect experience, fulfilled by direct and indirect
experience with Moscow as a resident, student, or
visitor.
• Aspiration: A public perception that corresponds with
wants, needs or yearnings to be the best Moscow has
to offer.
• Navigation: A strategic map for advertising, public
relations, and all other marketing activities.
• Perpetuation: The Moscow brand does not change from
year to year, even though marketing activities may well
do so.
Put it all together, and you see that the true importance
of a brand is, well, putting it all together. A strong brand
represents the partnership of the Chamber, the City, the
University, the businesses, the community…everyone. It
gives Moscow a tool for creating and measuring what is said
to the outside world, a benchmark for selecting strategies,
a tone and voice for how Moscow communicates.
Creating a brand that fully captures the Moscow mystique:
• Unites efforts to market Moscow with a unified voice.
• Gives stakeholders the tools they need to market and
talk about Moscow with this unified voice.
• Enhances and build economic development, community
pride, and more.
• Helps define and defend what makes Moscow a place
unlike any other.

THE PROCESS: HOW WE GOT HERE
FROM THERE
BHW1 was tasked by the
Moscow Community University
Strategic Partnership (CUSP) to
help discover Moscow’s brand
positioning. Not create it, but
discover it. The brand needs to
resonate with and stimulate
several different audiences,
including tourists and potential
tourists, students and future
students (along with their parents),
business owners and developers,
entrepreneurs, and current residents.
The ultimate objectives of the brand positioning and
future implementation of the branding are to increase
tourism, attract student enrollment at the University, and
stimulate new business development in town. Working
collaboratively with the CUSP committee throughout the
process, BHW1 implemented a variety of informationgathering tactics and exercises to inform and assist in the
development of this plan.
Interviews
Understanding the opinions and ideas of people who know
Moscow best was our springboard into the multi-level
process of branding. We approached this in two different
ways…and not surprisingly, heard many similar themes.
We began with one-on-one interviews of Moscow residents
from varied backgrounds to find out what they think and
feel about their community, and to inform the development
of a direction for branding. Those interviewed included
an equal mix of Moscow “born and raised” residents, and
people who moved to Moscow from elsewhere.
After capturing more than 10,000 words in these
interviews, we ran the transcripts through statistical
analysis to generate word clouds of most commonly
used words in the interviews…which was revealing. (Note:
the statistical analysis removed common words and
denominators, prepositions, and similar words.)
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WordClouds
Interviews
A quick visual glance at these word clouds
tells us which words are used most often.
Moscow, of course…but followed closely
by “people” and “University.” From there,
we see a strong collection of words talking
about community in general, as well as
many active and/or “feeling” words (such as
“go,” “great,” “diverse,” “feel,” and “one”).
The Top 20 most used words in interviews:
• Moscow
• People
• University
• Town
• Community
• Busy
• More
• Go
• Out
• Lots
• Idaho
• One
• Farmers Market
• Love
• Think
• Want
• Up
• See
• Kids
Below is a summary of common themes
from the interviews.

Common Themes about Moscow
• Strong Community: the concept of “one”
and “togetherness” comes up frequently
• Friendly/Welcoming
• Open-minded/Diverse
• Great Farmers Market
• Unique
• Independent
• Strong Arts Community/Culture
• Lots of Recreational/Outdoor Activities

Surveys
To follow up these in-depth discussions, we cast
a wider net inviting more opinions and thoughts
through an online survey that allowed any
citizen to have a voice in our process.
The survey was promoted through local
Moscow radio stations and their outreach
teams in the community; on City of Moscow,
Moscow Chamber, and University websites; and
through word of mouth by key stakeholders. A
total of 489 surveys were completed over a 25day period.
Similarly, we did meta-analysis of words most
often used in the surveys, and developed a word
cloud of responses:
The word clouds are very similar, with the top
20 most frequently mentioned words being:
• Town
• Communal
• Moscow
• Small
• People
• Farmers Market
• University
• Friendly
• Idaho
• Downtown
• Walk
• City
• Beauty
• Local
• Go
• Event
• Feel
• Culture
• Palouse
• Diverse
We can further categorize these descriptors
into three main messaging pillars:
• Community: Sense of place as a town; sense
of inclusion and diversity.		
• Culture: University vibe, farmers market,
art, events, etc.
• Scenery and Nature: Outdoor activities
and adventure.

Interviews

Surveys
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BrandArchetypes
A N D S TAT E M E N T S O F T R U T H

A workshop day full of brainstorming exercises with the CUSP committee helped identify the Brand Archetypes and
Statements of Truth and define the positioning for the brand. Archetypes help define unique selling points that become
the foundation for messaging, and are reflected as unique “personality” types. For Moscow, we discovered three main
archetypes (out of a pool of 20) to help guide positioning. The Statements of Truth are claims that can help develop
messaging points for all marketing.

Connector
The Connector is the
reliable friend: the person
who always knows the right
thing to say, always brings
people together, always
makes life an adventure
by bringing together
unexpected connections
and discoveries. The voice and tone of a Connector are
always inclusive and friendly (as opposed to forceful and
commanding), with the goal of offering unique insights or
new discoveries. Connectors impart knowledge, but always
from a position of friendliness rather than from a position
of authority.
Creator
The Creator archetype
partners with the Connector
archetype; as a Connector,
Moscow brings together
different people, thoughts,
and perspectives. As a
Creator, Moscow inspires
creation of new ideas,
expressions, art, and more. The Connector aspect of
Moscow defines the conditions; the Creator aspect of
Moscow encompasses the flow of ideas and solutions.
Creators are artistic, expressive, and interactive…all perfect
descriptors of Moscow.

Explorer
The Explorer archetype brings
ambition, a pioneering spirit,
ingenuity, and expanded
possibilities. As an Explorer, Moscow
is about new experiences and
new ideas, without emphasizing
structure or rules.
Put together our three archetypes of the Connector,
the Creator, and the Explorer, and a true identity for
Moscow begins to emerge. Moscow is about innovation
and inclusion, expression and experience, insight and
individuality. All three of these archetypes call for tone and
voice that are “out of the box” and even a bit bold…but bold
in a confident, friendly manner. Overall, though, we must
strive for messaging that says, “this is who we are, and
we celebrate it” rather than “this is who you should be.”
Moscow is not a place that places restrictions on thought
or personality.

Statements of Truth
Statements of Truth are simply statements that can be “owned” by Moscow—
not necessarily as differentiating statements, and not necessarily as creative
statements—but as general statements that are factual. At our branding retreat, we
asked everyone to develop three general Statements of Truth about Moscow, and the
collected results are eye-opening. Let’s look at Statements of Truth related to the
three main Messaging Pillars we identified through surveys and interviews.

Community-Oriented Statements of Truth

Culture-Oriented Statements of Truth

Moscow offers a rare level of comfort with friends
and neighbors.

Moscow offers the quaintness of a village and the flair
of a city.
Moscow celebrates academics, debates, and differences.
Moscow welcomes a diverse community.
Moscow values self-expression.
Moscow is intimate, but not small.
Moscow is a window to the future.
Moscow’s farmers market is a 26-week celebration.

Children who call Moscow home will grow up to say,
“I was lucky to grow up there.”
Moscow celebrates individuality.
Moscow invites people to connect.
Moscow is a place to explore, learn, grow, connect.
Moscow cares that you’re here.

Scenery/Nature-Oriented Statements of Truth

Moscow is different, and we embrace that.

None.

Moscow is made up of businesses, educators and people
helping each other succeed.
Moscow stewards our youth through great opportunities
and experiences.
Moscow is proud of its larger community.
Moscow is a family with all the idiosyncrasies that make
us unique.
Friends meet in Moscow.
In Moscow, the University, Chamber, City, and County work
together to get things accomplished.

It’s interesting to note that most people, when asked
to think of three things about Moscow that make it
unique…don’t go to the “expected” differentiators such as
scenery and nature. That isn’t to say these aren’t key our
unique differentiators; it simply illustrated the power of
community, and the power of culture, in Moscow. People
don’t think about the physical setting as much as the sense
of relational/intellectual setting. This is notable in the
word clouds generated from interviews and surveys, and
particularly notable from our brand retreat.

Moscow is a very friendly community.
Whenever our city has an issue, people work together
to solve it.
All major partners in Moscow are willing to work together
to enhance the University and economic development.
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BRAND PROMISE
The Brand Promise is the simple, straightforward
expression of what people can expect from interaction
with Moscow. It’s an unvarnished statement about who
we are, without trying to be clever about it.
Our working Brand Promise: Moscow offers a
unique mix of the expected and the unexpected:
the expected “town” charm, beauty, and sense
of community…along with the unexpected “city”
culture, inclusion, and intellect.
Note how this Brand Promise incorporates elements
of our three main brand archetypes by promising
unique connections, creation of new ideas, and new
opportunities to explore.

B R A N D P O S I T I O N/ TA G
The Brand Position Line or Tag Line is a creative
expression of the Brand Promise, to be used as an
anchor for messaging. It’s important to realize the
Position Line or Tag Line is NOT the actual message.
Nor is it a headline. It’s a signature, and an element
that creates cohesion among all messages. Our
Position/Tag Line, however, needs to encompass the
Brand Promise and Brand Archetypes in spirit, and
needs to accomplish the sense of a “quick pitch” story.
Again, let’s think of Moscow as a person. And let’s think
of this Brand Plan as a trip to see the therapist. When
Moscow reclines on the couch to say what the goal
of therapy is, it might go something like this: “People
who know me describe me as community-minded,
intellectual, independent, fun, cultured, progressive
and unlike my Idaho neighbors. People I’d like to meet
don’t really know much about me. Or they assume I’m
ultra-conservative and backward. Darned neighbors
again. How can I show people my true self without just
talking about it?”
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The BigPicture
OVERALL GOALS

Moscow has identified three primary objectives for this
branding effort: 1) Increase tourism; 2) Attract students
to the University of Idaho; and 3) Stimulate business
development. Each requires targeting different audiences.
In addition, there are secondary audiences we must
consider and communicate with. All of these audiences offer
Moscow the potential to achieve their goals, but we need to
approach them using different strategies and tactics. All
communications will carry the brand messaging.
3 Primary Objectives:
Increase tourism
Attract students
Stimulate business development

OV E R A L L S T R AT EGY
Keeping in mind our overall goals, our general messaging
pillars, our Brand Archetypes, and our Brand Promise, the
overall strategy becomes rather simple: communicate that
Moscow is a unique place by creating unique experiences.
Sounds pretty simple, and it certainly is. But it’s a mindset
we must all have in messaging and communication: we
either create unexpected messaging vehicles, or we create
unexpected messaging.

P O S S I B L E S T R AT EG I E S
To show Moscow is unique and unexpected, we must seek
opportunities that help us walk the walk and talk the talk.
As such, we feel a large portion of marketing should focus
on guerrilla strategies and marketing experiences. Of
course, we also recommend “traditional” marketing (online,
print, video, PR, etc.), but guerrilla strategies should be
the primary emphasis: marketing that doesn’t look or feel
like marketing. This has the added benefit of being more
cost-effective to implement in many cases (in dollars, if not
always in time). Let’s look at the kinds of things we mean by
marketing that doesn’t look like marketing. (Please note
it is not necessary to do ALL of these things; but they are
excellent examples of tactics that will quickly highlight the
Moscow brand and get people talking.)

P.R. EVENT: Go Big or Go Home
To help us establish some ground or position in the minds of potential markets, and in general,
we need to kick off our Moscow branding with an inclusive idea that has some serious legs
and/or news potential. (In fact, all guerrilla marketing efforts should be judged according to this.)

Moscow vs. Moscow

Hit the Road

Everyone knows a certain city in Russia that goes by the
name Moscow; not everyone knows about the one in Idaho.
Let’s take advantage by having Moscow, Idaho officially
extend a friendly challenge, offering, or correspondence
with Moscow, Russia. Do we think Moscow, Russia might
respond? Who knows? And it really doesn’t matter.
The newsworthiness of the action lies in our action,
not theirs. For instance, we might proclaim an official
“Moscow Pronunciation Day,” and invite Moscow to join the
proclamation to educate people on the difference between
Mos-COW and Mos-go. We might suggest Moscow, Russia
officially change its name to “Moskva” to avoid confusion.
We might offer to let Moscow call Red Square “Friendship
Square” for a day. We might suggest an end to the rivalry
between the two cities, and offer a unique peace offering.
We might suggest a friendly hockey match between the
two cities, or…you get the idea. Something that has a bit of
boldness, and a bit of a smile.

We know there are several key cities within the region,
including Boise and Spokane, which are in Moscow’s direct
area of influence. Let’s travel to them, and bring a Moscow
experience to them. Create a Moscow travel van, which
might be an old VW Microbus with a built-in bar that serves…

Go for a World Record
Perhaps, to celebrate the inclusiveness and diversity of
Moscow, we suggest a unique Guinness World Record. The
most people simultaneously saying “hello” in different
languages. The largest lip sync gathering of people. The
largest Moscow Mule drink. Something fun, something
unique, and something that reinforces the nature of the
Moscow brand.

Jump on the Moscow Mule
Outside of our counterpart in Russia, the association many
people may have with the word Moscow is the Moscow Mule
drink. This gives us a chance to jump on this for several
possibilities. For instance, we might work with different
artists in different key cities to create and erect temporary
“Moscow Mule” statues. We might create and host the
“Moscow Mule World Championship,” in which we invite
bartenders from across the region or the U.S. to come to
Moscow and create the best version of the drink in a mix-off.

Moscow Mule drinks, of course. Or it might offer coffee
and espresso from a Moscow espresso stand. Or, we might
position it as a rolling “Friendship Square.” Or a Vandal Van.
Or whatever. The important thing is that we create a Moscow
experience that is both mobile and immersive.

Drive 95
You’re known for the company you keep. And Highway 95
connects some of Idaho’s most desirable destinations. This
strategy positions the corridor between Payette Lake and
Lake Coeur d’Alene as Idaho’s most beautiful journey and we
highlight Moscow as one of the top three stops along the way.
This “Drive 95” trail creates cooperation with these other
destinations and adds a promotional tool for Idaho tourism.

Mos-Go: Invite A Friend to Visit
Create a program, branded as “Mos-Go” or something
similar, that lets students, residents, businesses and others
invite out-of-market friends or family to come visit them in
the city they know and love. Create a packet of materials that
can be delivered online or via mail, with a letter or greeting
that comes from the Mayor of Moscow and mentions the
person doing the inviting by name. We may even extend this
to phone calls, text messages, or other means of reaching
out. The important thing is: people get an invitation to visit
from someone they know, and the invitation includes a
personal touch from the Mayor, President of the University,
and/or another local celebrity or leader.
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TheDetails

S P EC I F I C S T R AT EG I E S
A N D TAC T I C S

Of course, there are several specific strategies and tactics
that can be implemented to support each of the three
primary objectives.
1. INCREASE TOURISM.
Moscow needs to think big to increase tourism. But this
doesn’t necessarily mean a broad-reach media buy. Focus
on key cities where we are most likely to have success. If
visitors track to University student origins, the major states
to target are Idaho, Washington and California. Develop
unique ways to communicate the mystique of Moscow.
•

TV and/or online video campaign targeting key nearby
cities or wider reach

•

Facebook campaign with a contest

•

Bicyclists/Other Identified Niches. For instance, the
Palouse and Latah trails attract avid cyclists who are
always looking for new roads to explore. We suggest
targeting cyclists in the nearby regions—within a fairly
short driving distance. Offer wine/brewery tastings for
groups that local hotels would coordinate. This target
audience can be reached online through cycling related
websites and content that they search. They can be
geographically targeted by region or by town. Other
niches might include Wine Enthusiasts, Foodies, History
Buffs, and others.

However, the most likely target audience is people who are
already familiar with and have visited Moscow. Target these
“low-hanging fruit” to encourage them to visit more often.
If a portion of them spend just one extra weekend during a
year, that can be significant.
• Parents of UI and WSU students. Incent them to visit
their kids on off-event weekends. They already visit
for Homecoming, Dads weekend and Moms weekend,
move-in weekend and graduation. Promote discounted
packages for hotels, restaurants, beer/wine tasting, bike
rentals, and more during the Fall and Spring while the
Farmers Market is happening. Appeal to their parental
emotions while offering a deal. UI has parent mailing and
email addresses to communicate. Reach parents of both
UI and WSU students through targeted online efforts.
• Hotel guests. Offer similar discounted overnight-stay
packages to former hotel guests. Focus on those who
have stayed more than once per year. For weekday

business visitors, offer weekend packages. Focus on
light capacity weekends during desirable weather
months, also while the Farmers Market is happening.
Hotels often have their home and email addresses to
communicate.
• University visitors. This audience will also be among
hotel guests, making up the majority of all local hotel
guests. They are people who have attended conferences,
meetings or events at UI and likely have reasons to
return but may need some incentive. Encourage inperson visits for events they may not be considering, or
create new and unique events while using the incentive
of all the other great things Moscow has to offer: “Come
for the speaker series but stay for the food/wine tour/
music scene.” The University and/or local hotels have
their business contact information to communicate.
• Idaho State Associations and Industries. Focus more
effort on bringing various Idaho State conferences or
industry meetings to Moscow: “We have more to offer
our guests for a better value than CDA or Boise.” This
communication can largely be done on a person-toperson level, but branded emails with short video could
accompany it. An online campaign targeting event
planners could be implemented as well.
2. ATTRACT STUDENTS TO THE UNIVERSITY OF IDAHO.
Enrollment goals for the University are ambitious, with a
need to acquire 4,000 new students over the next 5 years.
Although the state of Idaho will begin automatic reviews
and acceptance notices to graduating high school students
who qualify for state colleges this year, they’ll be offered
a choice. We need to make the University top-of-mind
through consistent, ongoing communications.
• High school students and their parents. A targeted
and ongoing online campaign to Idaho, Washington and
California high school students and their parents should
be implemented. The primary message should focus on
quality education with proof points. Secondary message
is quality of student life, pointing to good clean fun the
city and region have to offer. Target geographically and
by related online content for age groups.
• Boise residents. Promote the higher quality of
education UI offers to potential new students and their
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parents. Geographic and Boise State related online
content allow us to reach this segment.
• Friends of UI students. Implement a rewards program
for current students who recruit friends to apply.
They are rewarded when the new student applies or
is accepted. Rewards could be Moscow-centric that
encourage students to become more familiar and
involved with life outside the campus community, such
as gift cards to the Moscow Food Co-op or passes to the
Kenworthy Performing Arts Centre. Or, of more value to
students might be money, credit at the bookstore or nice
University swag.
3. ATTRACT NEW BUSINESSES.
Moscow’s overall brand, its sense of independence mixed
with inclusion, its “home town” flavor, and its access to
the brain capital of a research-based University, make

it an ideal place for business. But we need to take a
strategic approach to this, without automatically thinking
that business “recruitment” is tied to attracting outside
businesses to base existing or new operations in Moscow.
We need to consider the whole picture, and realize that
the key is to capitalize on what Moscow offers to create a
culture of innovation, entrepreneurship, and creativity. In
other words, we need to enable people to “dream” at every
level, from corporate headquarters from garage startups.
And we can do this by telling Moscow’s “good” story:
• A “good” place to do business: Moscow has amazing
intellectual capital and access to the innovations and
capabilities of a large research University in its own
back yard.
• A place to do “good” business: Capitalize on the
Moscow mystique as a naturally beautiful place.
Reinforce that by emphasizing forward-thinking

business practices such as zero waste, carbon offsets,
access to CleanTech, and so on.
• A place that’s “good” for business: Investing in Moscow
is investing in “hometown America.” Moscow has the
quality of life employees seek, and having Moscow as a
part of headquarters can be part of the company’s own
unique story.
We can tell this story by connecting, clustering, and
creating. Here’s how.
Connect.
Connecting means taking advantage of existing
relationships, strengths and opportunities. This could
include:
• A “Bring it Home” program for UI alumni: Many
who received their education, and their start in the
professional world, in Moscow, will be likely to respond
to the idea of returning “home” as they start or expand
their businesses.
• An “Invite a Colleague” program: In the same way
we might ask residents and students to invite visitors,
we can take advantage of existing professional
relationships, board memberships and other
connections by asking Moscow business people to
invite their colleagues and peers to explore Moscow
as a new base for business. The materials, customized
for individual businesses, can be sent and introduced
through the personal connection that already
exists. This strategy can also be effective for inviting
conventions and meetings.
• Establish ambassadors. Enlist local business owners
and stakeholders to act as ambassadors and help bring
new businesses to Moscow through personal contacts.
Arrange tours of the city for prospects and provide kits
of information.

Biotech (bioenergy, biomaterials, biochemistry), and
CleanTech (renewable energy, air and environment).
• Focus on niches that reflect the inclusion of the
Moscow brand. This can include access/assistance with
national grants, and free access to grant writers at the
University, City or business community who can help
businesses and entrepreneurs find funds for startup
or expansion.
• Target and pitch angel investors, educating them
about the kinds of business startups that are a good fit
for Moscow’s offerings and mindset. Angel investors will
often “package” funds with facilities and resources.
Create.
We need to create an environment that demonstrates
Moscow’s commitment to entrepreneurship and innovation
• Build a culture that celebrates innovation: Host
existing events and conferences such as TED
Conferences and Startup Weekend.
• Join the crowdfunding: Sites such as Kickstarter
have seen incredible success, and often offer a peek
at innovative technologies and ideas. Why not create
a partnership offering free facilities/mentorship/
resources/other to successfully-funded Kickstarter
campaigns meeting our criteria for business clusters?
Why not support and inspire “home-grown” ideas
by encouraging Moscow residents to start their own
Kickstarter campaigns?
• Host engaging workshops or seminars featuring
established and successful local business owners
talking about their experience getting started. Develop
professional “Getting Started” kits promoting the
incentives along with the basic information they would
need from financial assistance to realtors to permits.

Cluster.
While it’s nice to think there are so many businesses that can
succeed in Moscow, it’s important to match Moscow’s story
to the stories of specific business niches. We need to reach
out to the businesses most likely to respond to Moscow as a
good place to do business, a place to do good business, and a
place that’s good for business. That means more progressive
companies willing to think outside of the box.
• Focus on select business sectors, no more than half
a dozen, that make the most sense, and that align with
strengths of the University. We suggest, at a minimum:
AgTech (soil and crop innovation, sustainable protein,
waste mitigation, smart equipment and hardware),
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General Brand Awareness
The residents of Moscow are the best brand ambassadors, so we need to weave the brand promise throughout key touch
points in town, as well as on communications from Moscow. This creates a sense of community ownership.
• Launch Plan. Introduce the new branding using a press
release from the City, the Chamber and the University.
Run a full-page ad in the local papers (Moscow-Pullman
Daily News, Latah Eagle, The Argonaut). Hold an event
that celebrates Moscow and all it has to offer.
• Moscow Legacy Crossing, Hello Walk, Friendship
Square. Incorporate signage carrying your branding
or commission local artists to create unique displays
featuring the brand message in some form. Hold a
contest to create more interest and participation.
• Moscow Businesses. Incorporate the new brand into
their businesses and create a cohesive message where it

makes sense. Includes the Chamber, City of Moscow, and
University. Extend branding to messaging in restaurants
and coffee houses too. Simple but artistically-crafted
posters could work here, as well as window clings.
• Websites. Communicate brand messaging in a
consistent manner by providing graphics and messaging
to partner websites.
• University of Idaho. Communicate the brand promise
to potential and current students and their parents
by incorporating the brand message into existing
collateral. Create new student packets, parent info
packets, marketing materials for high schools.
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TheReality

I M M E D I AT E N E E D S

Before creative campaigns are developed or marketing is implemented, there are a few critical elements needed.
• Consumer-focused website: Traditionally, efforts aimed
at both visitors and conventions/meetings filter to a
specific online destination, and are most often expected
under a domain name like visitmoscow.com. This is an
area in which Moscow does NOT want to be unique and
outside of the curve. Such a website is a must.
• Photography (and video footage): Inventory and collate
existing photography, where appropriate and applicable.

Where photography and video footage do not exist,
create it. Destination marketing requires great images to
tell the brand story.
• Create a Visit Moscow presence on Facebook and
YouTube: At a minimum, use these to collect and
distribute information about Moscow. In the future these
can be promoted for the creation of user content.

OtherKey Efforts

TO SUCCESS

There are current efforts happening in Moscow that will support the objectives of increasing tourism, attracting student
enrollment and stimulating business development. These are proof points for your brand promise.
• Legacy Crossing Urban Renewal District. This plan
literally bridges the gap between the University and
Moscow downtown, and provides opportunities that
must be promoted to new businesses, tourists and
students. The importance of creating and maintaining
an attractive connection between downtown and the
University cannot be overemphasized. Ignoring or
blocking this connectivity would create a catastrophic
limitation in moving the Moscow brand forward.
• Entryway Beautification Project. The character
and beauty of entryways into a city can have a great
impact on economic development and leave a lasting
impression on visitors and residents. With this in mind,

the plan was approved and the City of Moscow is in the
implementation phase of the project. Everyone can name
a town where, the moment they arrive, it feels special.
The Moscow brand will benefit greatly by intentionally
continuing to develop this feeling at entryways.
• Organic Growth. Existing successful local business
owners continue to expand their properties to offer
more services in more locations, spurring economic
growth. Moscow has supported these business owners
and should continue these efforts to more individuals
and companies. (Gritman Medical Center is opening new
facilities, Sangria Grille is moving to Legacy Crossing
with a larger space, etc.)
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moscow brand
quick guide
Elevator Pitch: Moscow Brand Promise
Moscow offers expected “town” charm, beauty and sense of
community…along with unexpected “city” culture, inclusion
and intellect.
Brand Archetypes
• Connector. The connector’s core desire is to bring people
and experiences together. In our Brand Promise, we connect
“town” with “city,” and connect people with authentic
experiences.
• Creator. The creator’s core desire is to create and express
a vision. In our Brand Promise, this is reflected in culture,
inclusion, and intellect—all three necessary components of
creation.
• Explorer. The explorer’s core desire is the freedom to find
oneself by exploring the world. In our Brand Promise, this is
tied to the sense of unexpectedness within the familiarity of
expectedness.
Message Triggers: Three Ways to “Be”
• Be different. We live in a consumer culture that strives for
authenticity and uniqueness, especially in terms of travel and
living. Moscow truly is different from other destinations in
Idaho, and from other destinations of a similar size. All of our
messaging must convey this sense of difference.
• Be confident. Intelligence, inclusion, community, and other
values don’t just reflect confidence. They require confidence.
Moscow must value its strong sense of self over the lure of
being “all things to all people.”
• Be open. A true “community” benefits from the myriad
diversity of thought within it. Thus, we don’t shy away from
divergent, even controversial, thoughts and opinions. We
encourage and welcome them.
Key Touchpoints
1. Events/“Big Ideas”
2. Website(s)
3. Partnerships (University of Idaho, Chamber, Businesses)
4. Development of Key Assets (Legacy Crossing, Beautification)

Sowhat now?

This process is not a finish line, but a starting point. A diving board.
A launch pad. We’ve discovered the essence of Moscow brand, now we need
to do all we can to help others discover it as well. Our next steps are to apply
what we know of the Moscow brand to big picture thinking: What does future
development look like for Moscow? What can we do that’s “out of the box”
for communicating? How can we truly live our brand promise in blending
the expected and unexpected…not just in the messages themselves, but in
how those messages are delivered? How do we build awareness and support
within Moscow itself? How do we make a splash?
We also need to apply what we know of the Moscow brand to the details. That
means we need to finalize brand/tag lines, prioritize budgets, select markets,
and devise a strategy for rollout (both internally and externally).
Our Brand Discovery process has helped us know who we are. Now it’s time to
define where we go with it.
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